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ware architecture for theselegacy systems:we can use automatedtools to help extract architectural documentationfrom
a systemimplementation. This approachhas been used successfully by several researchers[3, 6, 10, 18, 201 to extract
an architectural description from complex software systems.

ABSTRACT
Many software systemsdo not have a documented system
architecture. Theseare often large, complex systemsthat are
difficult to understandand maintain. One approachto recovering the understandingof a systemis to extract architectural
documentationfrom the systemimplementation. To evaluate
the effectivenessof this approach,we extracted architectural
documentationfrom the LinuxTM kernel. The Linux kernel
is a good candidatefor a casestudy becauseit is a large (800
KLOC) systemthat is in widespreaduse and it is representative of many existing systems.Our study resulted in documentation that is useful for understandingthe Linux system
structure. Also, we learned several useful lessonsabout extracting a system’sarchitecture.

Architectural redocumentation restores system understanding by abstracting important entities and their relationships
in a large softwaresystem.This enhancedunderstandingcan
be used as part of a re-engineering effort, as a way to reduce
maintenance costs, or as an input to a system evaluation.
Unless architectural documentation is maintained, it will
become obsolete as the system undergoesfurther changes.
Finnigan et al. [3, 191propose a way to keep architectural
documentation up to date. First, automatedtools are combined with humaneffort to extract systemdocumentationand
store it in a Software Bookshelf. As the system changesafter the documentationextraction, a librarian usesautomated
tools to comparethe system’simplementation with the documentation. The librarian updatesthe documentation to reflect system changes (or perhaps prevents system changes
that cause architectural erosion as described by Ferry and
Wolf [ 121).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recentresearch[ 12,151suggeststhat large softwaresystems
should be designedwith a documentedsoftwarearchitecture.
This architecture provides a building plan for a system at
a high level of abstraction. Individual functions and even
modules are not describedin detail; instead, subsystemsand
relations between them are documented. This level of abstraction is appropriate for understandingan entire software
system, and provides a good mechanism for system understanding.

LinuxTM is a Unix TM-like operating system that has received much popular attention [8]. Linux is based on the
Open SourceTMconcept [ 131,which meansthat there are no
barriers to discussing the details of the system implementation. Linux has an interesting software structure that is similar to other large software systems. Linux is also a system
that is growing rapidly; the source code for the Linux system has approximately doubled every year from 10 KLOC
in 1991 to 1.5 MLOC in 1998 [9].

We now know that using a documentedsoftwarearchitecture
throughout the lifetime of a softwaresystemcan improve the
quality and maintainability of the system. However, many
existing systemsdo not have a documentedsystemarchitecture. Thesesystemsare too valuable to discard or re-develop,
but are often plaguedby high maintenancecosts,poor performance,or security risks. There is an approachthat appearsto
be a promising way to get the benefits of a documentedsoft-

Because Linux is an interesting representative of existing
software systems, we chose to examine it as a case study.
In particular, we studied the Linux kernel, which is responsible for process, memory, and hardware device management. The Linux kernel is itself a large system (approximately 800 KLOC). Although there is some existing documentation about the Linux kernel [7, 141,this documentation
describesindividual subsystemsand algorithms. There is no
architectural documentation that describesthe system structure at a high level of abstraction.
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The Linux kernel is a good guinea pig for architectural recovery. It is a large system in widespread use, and it is
an interesting representativeof real software systems. BecauseLinux is freely available, there are no barriers to discussing its architectural structure in detail. To promote further use of the Linux kernel as a casestudy, we are making
the architectural relations and systemarchitecture that we extracted from the system implementation available to other
researchers[ 111.

Paper Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the conceptual architecture of Linux. Section 3
describesthe processwe used to extract the Linux concrete
architecture. Section 4 describesthe concrete <architecture.
Section 5 draws conclusions from this work.

Case Study Approach
tie types of architectural documentation are particularly
beneficial to humanstrying to understanda software system:
a conceptual architecture and a concrete architecture’. The
conceptual architecture shows how developers think about
a system; it shows relationships between subsystemsthat
are ‘meaningful’ to developers. For example, a subsystem
might depend on another only for debugging purposes, but
this dependencymight not be shown in a conceptual architecture of the system. In contrast, the concrete architecture
of a system shows the relationships that exist in the implemented system. While the conceptual architecture is easier
to understandbecauseit contains only essentialrelations, the
concretearchitectureis necessarywhen making decisions requiring implementation-specific knowledge.
Linux has neither a documented conceptual nor a documented concrete architecture. There is existing documentation that describes the kernel, but it describes individual
subsystemsin detail instead of concisely describing the relations between subsystems. As a first step in our recovery
effort, we examined the existing documentationto determine
the conceptual architecture of the Linux system. This conceptual architecture helped when examining the system implementation to form the concrete architecture-it allowed
us to concentrate on important relationships, and provided
an initial systemstructure.

2 CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
We beganour study of the Linux kernel by forming its conceptual architecture. This conceptual architecture acts as a
framework which we use while examining the systemimplementation. The conceptual architecture helps us understand
the volume of detail in the implementation by providing a
suggestedsystemstructure.
We used descriptions [ 16, 171of related operating systems
(Unix and Minix) and existing Linux documentation to create an architectural description of the structure we expected
to find in the Linux system. After reviewing existing documentation [7, 141,we arrived at the conceptual architecture,
shown at its highest level of abstraction in Figure 1.
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Our approach to extracting the concrete architecture of the
Linux kernel was as follows:
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Figure 1: Linux Conceptual Architecture
The sevenmajor subsystemsare the following:

q Examine existing documentation to form a conceptual
architecture of the Linux kernel.
l
Group source files into subsystemsbased on directory
structure, naming conventions, source code comments,
and examination of the sourcecode. Use the conceptual
architecture as a guide in to what subsystemsshould be
createdand where files should be clustered.
l Extract relations between source files in the Linux implementation.
l Use the relations between sourcefiles and clustering of
files to determine relations between subsystems.
l Use the clustering and relationships to form a concrete
architecture of the Linux system.

1. The Process Scheduler is responsible for supporting
multitasking by changing which user processexecutes.
2. The Memory Manager subsystemprovides a separate
memory spacefor eachuserprocess,and usesswapping
to support more processesthan fit in physical memory.
3. The File Systemprovides accessto hardware devices.
User processescan accesskeyboards, tape drives, hard
drives, and modems using one interface that is implemented by the File System.
4. The Network Interface encapsulatesaccessto network
devices in a similar manner to the File System. User
processescan communicatewith other computersusing
several different types of network hardware and transmission protocols.
5. The Inter-Process Communication (IPC) subsystemal-

1Some people may prefer to use the term “as-built architectare” or else
“high level design” instead of “concrete architecture”.
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lows user processes to communicate with other processes on the same computer. Synchronization, memory sharing, and inter-process messaging primitives are
supported by the IPC subsystem.
6. The Initialization subsystem is responsible for initializing the rest of the Linux kernel with appropriate user
configured settings.
7. The Library subsystem contains routines which are
used throughout the kernel.
Each of the seven kernel subsystems has additional subsubsystems hierarchically nested within it. The relationships
shown in Figure 1 are ‘depends-on’ relationships. For example, the Memory Manager subsystem depends on the File
System to swap memory to and from disk. For clarity, the
relations from the Initialization subsystem and to the Library
subsystem are omitted. The Initialization subsystem depends
on all other kernel subsystems since it calls initialization routines throughout the kernel, and all of the kernel subsystems
depend on the Library subsystem.

Figure 2: File System Conceptual Architecture

File System Conceptual Architecture
The Linux kernel is a large system that has a complex system
structure. Its subsystems have sub-architectures of considerable size and complexity. Due to size limitations, we will
focus on only one of these in this paper, the File System. Details of the other kernel subsystems are available in previous
papers [l, 21.

that implement specific functionality. Since user processes
and other parts of the kernel depend only on the System
Call Interface, subsystem interdependency is reduced substantially. The architecture of the Linux File System follows
the ‘object-oriented’ or ‘data abstraction’ architectural style
described by Shaw and Garlan [ 151. The subsystems of the
File System act to encapsulate state and functionality related
to hardware devices or logical file systems. These subsystems interact through method calls.

There are three main roles that the File System performs:
1. It provides access to a wide variety of hardware devices.
2. It supports several different logical file system formats
that control how files are mapped to physical locations
on hardware devices.
3. It allows programs to be stored in several executable file
formats, including interpreted scripts.

The main roles of the File System are implemented in five
subsystems.
1. The Device Drivers subsystem performs all communication with hardware devices supported by Linux.
2. The Logical File Systemsimplements several logical
file systems that can be placed on hardware devices;
these different file systems allow interoperability with
different operating systems, and also allow specialized
functionality such as encryption, compression, and high
performance.
3. The Executable File Formats subsystem allows clients
to execute programs from several different executable
file formats, including not only compiled programs, but
also interpreted scripts.
4. The File Quota subsystem allows system administrators
to limit the amount of file storage that individual users
may use.
5. The Buffer Cache subsystem provides memory buffers
for input/output operations, and reduces hardware accesses by caching data and eliminating redundant reads
and writes.

Figure 2 shows the conceptual architecture of the Linux File
System. In this figure, double-headed arrows indicate dependence on or from all of the File System subsystems. This indicates that all of the File System subsystems depend on the
Library subsystem, and the Initialization subsystem depends
on all of the File System subsystems since it calls functions
to initialize them.
Linux uses the facade design pattern [4] to allow user, processes and other parts of the kernel to use elements of the
File System through a single interface. The facade design
pattern uses a single subsystem which provides a single, simple facade interface to the subsystems within a system. Since
clients only depend on the facade interface, the subsystems
that implement system functionality can change their implementation without affecting clients. This design pattern
allows clients to take advantage of a wide variety of hardware devices, logical file system formats, and executable formats without depending directly on any of the subsystems

There are two other subsystems in the File System: the
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System Call Interface and Virtual File System subsystems.
Thesetwo subsystemsare facadeinterfaces. The Virtual File
System combines functionality from the Logical File Systems and Device Drivers into a single interface. Other kernel subsystemscan use the ‘Virtual File System and treat all
hardwaredevicesas files, without dependingon any particular hardwaredevice driver or logical file system.The System
Call Interface subsystempresentsa similar unified interface.
User processescan use the System Call Interface to access
any functionality in the File System, without depending on
the implementation of subsystemswithin the File System.
The dependencyrelations shown in Figure 2 are based on
existing system documentation. Some of the dependencies
that are perhapsunexpectedare the following:
l

l

l

The Device Driver subsystemdependson the F’rocess
Scheduler. While a hardware request is being completed, the associateddevice driver informs the Process
Scheduler that the requesting user process should be
suspendedso that another processcan execute.
The Logical File Systemsubsystemdependson the Network Interface subsystem. Three of the logical file
system implementations represent files that are stored
on another computer and accessedusing the network.
Thesethree logical file systemsdependon the Network
Interface to communicate with the remote computer.
The Memory Manager subsystemdependson the Virtual File System subsystem to swap memory to and
from secondarystorage.

In our conceptual architecture, no kernel subsystemdepends
on any particular File System Format subsystem, Device
Driver subsystem,or ExecutableFile Format subsystem.The
Memory Manager subsystemis the only subsystemto depend on the File System, and it does so through the Virtual
File Systemsubsystemfacade. Becauseof the facadedesign
pattern, the Linux File System architecture is very flexible.
It appearsit would be easily maintainable becausethere are
few dependencies.
The documentation we reviewed provided us with a conceptual architecture that indicates the Linux system is implemented according to strong implementation-hiding principles, and that the system should be easily understandable
and maintainable. To find out whether the implementation
matchesthis architecture, we need to extract a concrete architecture from the system implementation.
3 EXTFtACTION METHODOLOGY
To determine what relations exist in the system implementation, we need to look at the definitive artifact-the system
source code. The size of the Linux kernel implementation
(800 KLOC) makesit too costly to examine the sourcemanually. Instead, we used automatedtools to extract relations
from the source code then combined these relations into a
concretesystemarchitecture.
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Figure 3: Extraction Process

Figure 3 showsan overview of the processwe usedto extract
a concretesystemarchitecturefrom the Linux kernel. We began by determining which source files were part of the kernel. Next, we used a source-codeextractor called c f x [ 111.
This tool extracts relations such as ‘function z calls function
y’ and ‘source file x.c defines function z’. The tools extracts
function call and variable accessrelations; theseimply control flow and data flow dependencies.
The output of c f x is a setof relations betweenfunctions and
variables. These relations are too detailed for human consumption. We used the grok [5, 1I] tool to determine relations betweensourcefiles basedon the relations betweenthe
functions and variables defined within the source files. With
1682 source files in the kernel implementation, even relations between sourcefiles are at too low a level for easy system understanding. Insteadof relations betweensourcefiles,
we would like to examine relations between subsystems.To
achieve this result, we manually created a tree structured
decomposition of the Linux system into subsystems. Each
sourcefile was manually assignedto a single subsystem,and
each subsystemwas assignedto a single containing subsystem. We used the subsystemsfrom our conceptual architecture as an initial set of subsystems,and assignedsource files
to subsystemsbasedon several criteria: directory structure,
file naming conventions, source code comments,,documentation, or, as a last resort, examination of the sourcecode. If
a set of source files seemedlogically related, we’created a
I’
new subsystemto contain them.
After we manually created a hierarchical description of the
subsystemsand sourcefiles in the Linux kernel, we usedthe
grok tool to determine what relations exist betweensubsystems, basedon the relations betweenthe sourcefiles that are
contained in the subsystems.The output of the grok tool is
at the appropriate level of abstraction (inter-subsystem),but

between subsystems instead of relations between source
files. This level of abstraction made it possible for us to consider the structure of the entire Linux system.

it is still difficult to understand directly. We used a visualisation tool called lsedit
[5, 1l] to visualise the extracted
system structure. After viewing the extracted structure, we
refined the hierarchical decomposition of the system by moving some source files to more appropriate subsystems.

4 CONCRETE ARCHITECTURE
A combination of automated extraction tools and human
interpretation allowed us to determine the structure of the
Linux kernel implementation. Figure 5 shows the relations
that we found at the highest level of abstraction.

Our extraction process combined tool support and human interpretation to extract the concrete architecture of the Linux
kernel.
Hierarchical Decomposition
Before viewing the concrete architecture of the Linux kernel,
we manually created a hierarchical decomposition of the system structure, assigning source files to subsystems, and subsystems hierarchically to subsystems. Figure 4 shows part of
this hierarchical decomposition (some subsystems are omitted for brevity).
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The concrete architecture in Figure 5 has the same subsystems as the conceptual architecture in Figure 1. However,
the dependency relations appear to be quite different from
the conceptual architecture. The conceptual architecture has
relatively few dependencies between top-level systems with
only 19 inter-subsystem dependencies. In contrast, the concrete architecture that we extracted is almost fully connected,
with 37 inter-subsystem dependencies out of a possible 42.
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When we examined these unexpected dependency relations,
we learned that they appeared for several reasons. In some
cases, Linux developers avoided existing interfaces for better
efficiency; in other cases, it appeared that the dependencies
appeared only for expediency. Whether or not these dependencies are required or desirable, we learned that a concrete
implementation is likely to have more dependencies than a
conceptual architecture indicates.

Figure 4: Partial Subsystem Hierarchy
The seven major subsystems from Figure 1 are shown in the
second and third rows of Figure 4. These subsystems also
have corresponding directories in the source code implementation, which allowed us to quickly assign files within these
directories to one of the major subsystems. Two of these
major subsystems (the File System and Network Interface
subsystems) had further subdirectories. Where possible, we
used the directory structure to assign source files to appropriate subsystems. Where directory structure was not sufficient, we used file naming conventions and examination of
the source code to/place source files in subsystems. After
applying these rules, we arrived at a tree-structured decomposition of the Linux kernel such that each source file was
placed in a single subsystem.

File System Concrete Architecture
To further compare the conceptual and concrete architectures
of the Linux system, we examined the File System. Figure 6
shows the concrete architecture that we extracted from the
File System subsystem.
The differences that we noted at the highest level of abstraction were also present within the File System. The concrete
architecture of the File System has the same subsystems as
the conceptual architecture, but there are substantially more
dependency relations.

We used this hierarchical decomposition to view relations
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Figure 6: File SystemConcreteArchitecture
that several dependenciesbould not be explained by an examination of the source and system documentation. It appearsthat thesedependenciesare due to developersavoiding
existing interfaces for expediency.

We studied the dependenciesthat appearin the concrete architecture but not in the conceptual architecture. Some we
found to be quite surprising: the Network Interface subsystem dependson the Logical File Systemimplementation directly, which we did not predict in the conceptual architecture. We found that two file systems(NCPFS and SMBFS)
that use the network were implemented by having the Network Interface directly call functions in the implementation
of these logical file systems. This is substantially different from our conceptual architecture, which predicted that
the Network

Interface

would not depend on the File Sys-

tem at all, since network-oriented file systemswould call the
Network Interface to implement their functionality. From
this dependency,we learned that unexpected dependencies
can occur if control flow is implemented differently than expected.
Another dependency that we did not expect is the dependency of the ProcessScheduler on the Device Driver subsystem. The ProcessScheduler has a routine (printk)
to
print messagesto the console. The printk routine calls a
routine which is implemented within the Device Drivers subsystem of the File System. This dependencywasn’t part of
our conceptual architecture.

Overall, the concrete structure of the File System is similar to the conceptual architecture that we formed basedon
available documentation and related systems. However, we
found that there were substantially more depe.ndencyrelations, causedby misseddependenciesin the documentation,
functionality that was implemented in multiple subsystems,
and unexpected control flow implementations. Although
there are substantially more dependenciesin the concretearchitecture of the File System than the conceptual architecture, the system is still far from fully connected. It appears
that it is not as easy to maintain and update the File System
as the conceptual architecture indicates, but the File System
still appearsflexible and open to change.
Logical File System Concrete Architecture

To further explore the concretearchitecture Ofthe Linux kernel, we examined the Logical File Systemsconcrete architecture. The Logical File Systemssubsystemcontains seventeen different logical file systems. These file systemsare
responsiblefor mapping logical files (which are presentedto
user processesthrough the System Call Interface) to physical locations on storagedevices. Figure 7 showsthe concrete
architecture of the Logical File Systemssubsystem.

We found that all of the File System subsystemsdepended
on the Inter-ProcessCommunication (IPC) subsystem,contrary to the conceptual architecture prediction that none of
thesesubsystemswould dependon the IPC subsystem.Upon
examination, we found that the IPC subsystemimplements
synchronization primitives that are usednot only by userprocesses,but also by the rest of the kernel.

In the conceptual architecture in Figure 2, we predicted that
there would be a separationbetween the interface to logical
file systems and their implementations. We expected that
other kernel subsystemswould not depend directly on any
implementation of a logical file system, instead depending

In addition to the aboveunexpecteddependencies,we found
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subsystems share functionality, they reuse code. This reuse
leads to dependencies between the subsystems. The implementation of the EXT2, XIA, SYSV, EXT, and MINIX file
systems is based on similar reuse, again leading to unexpected dependencies.

) Device Drivers

I
i
Logical File Systems
minix

nia

The Logical File Systems subsystem of the Linux File System has more dependencies than we had predicted in our
conceptual architecture. In addition, different Logical File
Systems are not isolated from each other to the extent that
we had expected based on system documentation. However,
the facade design pattern is apparent in the extracted system
structure, and it appears to be relatively easy to add more
logical file systems or update existing ones.

ext

5 CONCLUSIONS
In our study, we used existing documentation and knowledge
of related systems to form the conceptual architecture of the
Linux system. Next, we used automated tools and human interpretation to extract the concrete architecture of the Linux
kernel.
The conceptual architecture of the Linux kernel contains abstractions (such as the facade design pattern) which appear to
limit inter-system dependencies and promote maintainability and extendibility. Although we were able to find these
abstractions in the concrete architecture, we found that there
were unexpected dependencies at all levels of abstraction.
These extra dependencies act to reduce the maintainability
of the Linux kernel. As the system grows, it is possible that
these dependencies will need to be eliminated.

Figure 7: Logical File System Concrete Architecture

only on the Virtual File System subsystem. This separation
follows the facade design pattern [4]. When we extracted
relations from the system implementation, we found that the
situation was not so simple.

Lessons Learned
Our extraction effort showed us that automated tools are
very helpful in extracting the architecture from a system’s
implementation.
Our tools automatically extracted facts,
and showed us relations at any level of abstraction that we
wanted. However, we still needed a human’s judgement to
determine an appropriate hierarchical decomposition of the
system structure based on idiosyncratic details such as directory structure, file naming conventions, and examination of
source code.

One set of dependencies that we did not expect are due to
the PROC file system. This file system is a special file system that reports status information about the kernel, and allows access to the status and memory of executing processes.
To accomplish this reporting, the PROC file system relies
on other kernel subsystems to perform reporting about their
status. Because the reporting functionality is implemented
throughout the kernel, the Process Scheduler and Network
Interface subsystems depend on the PROC file system.

We found that the concrete architecture of the Linux kernel
has substantially more dependencies than the conceptual architecture. In fact, the Linux kernel is almost completely
connected at the highest level of abstraction. We found the
following reasons for additional dependencies:

Another dependency that we did not expect is the dependency of the IS0 subsystem on the CD-ROM device driver.
We had expected that logical file systems would not depend
on any particular device driver implementation, instead depending only on the Facade Interface of the Device Driver
subsystem. We found that the IS09660 logical file system is
only used on CD-ROM devices, and there are data types that
are defined by the CD-ROM device driver and used by the
IS09660 file system.

l

We did find that the different Logical File Systems are relatively independent of each other. The exceptions are those
systems that reuse code: the SMBFS, NCPFS, FAT, VFAT,
UMSDOS, and MSDOS subsystems implement access to
various MS-DOSTM related file systems. Because these

l
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The conceptual architecture missed the use of some
subsystems; for example, the IPC subsystem implements synchronization primitives that are used throughout the kernel, but the conceptual architecture shows the
IPC subsystem used dnly by user processes.
Some functionality that the conceptual architecture
showed in a single subsystem was implemented in several subsystems, leading to additional dependencies.
For example, the PROC file system is implemented

l

l

throughout the kernel.
The conceptual architecture might show control flow in
one manner, but the implementation might use a different mechanism. For example, the conceptual architecture showed that the network-oriented file systems
dependedon the Network Interface. In the concrete architecture, we found that the Network Interface directly
calls two of theselogical file systems.
In somecases,Linux developersimproved systemefficiency by bypassingexisting interfaces.

In addition to the abovereasonsfor additional dependencies,
it seemsthat someof thesedependenciesexist for developer
expediency. One comment in a headerfile states“The readonly stuff doesn’t really belong here, but any other place is
probably asbad andI don’t want to createyet anotherinclude
file.”
The Linux systemcould be restructured to remove someunexpected dependencies. One thing that seemsto have affected the use of implementation details is the organization
of the source code: most of the headerfiles that define system details are located in a single directory. Thus it is difficult to determine which header files define interfaces that
should be usedthroughout the kernel, and which headerfiles
define interfaces for use within a single subsystem.In some
cases,the placement of the header files is required by the
implementation technique: the super-block of the virtual file
system contains a union of information for each of the different logical file systems. This means that the file system
(and any module that usesit) needsto have knowledge about
the details of the implementation of each of the logical file
systems.

this with Linux at this point, but perhapswhen new systems
are implemented, automatedtools such as those used in this
casestudy can detect and prevent these spurious relations.
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